Abstract-We establish an information inequality concerning five random variables. This inequality is motivated by the sum-rate evaluation of Marton's inner bound for two receiver broadcast channels with a binary input alphabet. We establish that randomized time-division strategy achieves the sum rate of Marton's inner bound for all binary input broadcast channels. We also obtain an improved cardinality bound for evaluating the maximum sum rate given by Marton's inner bound for all broadcast channels. Using these tools we explicitly evaluate the inner and outer bounds for the binary skew-symmetric broadcast channel and demonstrate a gap between the bounds. Index Terms-Binary input alphabet, information inequality, Marton's inner bound.
I. INTRODUCTION
A two-receiver broadcast channel models the communication scenario where two (independent) messages are to be transmitted from a sender to two receivers . Each receiver is interested in decoding its message. A transition probability matrix given by models the stochastic nature of the errors introduced during the communication. For formal definitions and early results, the reader can refer to [1] and [2] .
A. Background
The following region obtained by Marton [3] represents the best-known achievable region to-date.
Bound 1 (Marton' s Inner Bound [3] ): The set of rate-pairs satisfying the constraints for any set of such that forms a Markov chain is achievable. Recently, Gohari and Ananthram [4] used a remarkable perturbation-based argument to establish that it suffices to consider with alphabet sizes bounded by to compute the extreme points of Bound 1. In general, the computation of Marton's inner bound is difficult, and prior to [4] , this bound was not strictly evaluable. Even with these bounds on cardinalities, explicit evaluation of the bounds is still a difficult task.
The following region represents the best-known outer bound to the capacity region of the broadcast channel with private messages.
Bound 2 (UV Outer Bound [5] ): The union of rate-pairs satisfying the following constraints over all pairs of random variables such that forms a Markov chain forms an outer bound to the capacity region of the broadcast channel.
The capacity regions of special classes of broadcast channels have been established and in every case it turns out that Bounds 1 and 2 agree. Though there have been attempts to improve the outer bound, it has been shown [6] that the new outer bounds reduced to the UV outer bound (for private messages). In order to study whether Bounds 1 and 2 correspond to different regions or whether they are alternate representations of the same region, [7] studied a particular channel called the binary skew-symmetric broadcast channel (BSSC) shown in Fig. 1 . The authors conjectured that for BSSC the following inequality (1) holds for all that forms a Markov chain. The authors further showed that, assuming (1) holds, Bounds 1 and 2 differ for BSSC.
In [4] , the authors established that Bounds 1 and 2 were indeed different for BSSC without actually establishing that (1) was true. They verified that (1) was plausible by confirming it 0018-9448/$31.00 © 2013 IEEE for a large number of (randomly generated) samples from the cardinality constrained space.
In this paper, we establish that (1) is true not only for BSSC but also for any binary input broadcast channel. This paper unifies the results in two papers [8] , [9] and adds a few other results, along with providing complete details of proofs.
B. Summary of Results
The main results of the paper are the following. Theorem 1: Consider a five tuple of random variables such that forms a Markov chain and further let . Then the following inequality holds: (2) Given an input probability distribution and a fixed broadcast channel , define 1 Observe that is the maximum achievable sum rate using Marton's inner bound if one imposes the constraint that the codewords are generated using the distribution . For a given broadcast channel , define
Theorem 2: It suffices to consider , and in the evaluation of for any input distribution , and in the evaluation of , the maximum value of the sum rate achievable using Marton's inner bound.
Remark 1: From (3), it is clear that if we establish the cardinality bounds in Theorem 2 for then the bounds for will automatically follow. Hence, we will establish the bounds for the stronger statement, i.e., . Theorem 1 proves that the inequality in (1) is valid for every binary input broadcast channel. Combining this result with the cardinality bounds in Theorem 2, for binary input broadcast channels we establish that the maximum sum rate given by Marton's coding strategy matches that given by the randomized time-division strategy [5] , a much simpler achievable strategy.
Theorem 3: The maximum value of the sum rate for Marton's inner bound for any binary input broadcast channel is given by where . Theorem 4: For the broadcast channel (BSSC) shown in Fig. 1 , the maximum sum-rate value for the various bounds is given by 1) Marton's inner bound (Bound 1) , 1 Note that is a function of ; however, an abuse of notation is made so as to be consistent with quantities such as , etc. 2) UV outer bound (Bound 2) , 3) Körner-Marton outer bound (Bound 3)
. Remark 2: We will introduce the Körner-Marton outer bound (Bound 3) in a subsequent section.
1) Randomized Time-Division Strategy: Randomized time-division (R-TD) strategy [5] corresponds to an achievable strategy for the following setting of in Bound 1: implies that ; and implies that (where refers to the trivial random variable). Observe that this corresponds to a time-division strategy except that the time slots for which communication occurs to one receiver are drawn from a codebook (the time slots are used to convey additional information that can be decoded by both receivers).
2) Relationship Between Theorem 1 and Non-Shannon Type Inequalities: Recently, there has been a lot of interest in information inequalities and the so-called Shannon-type and nonShannon type inequalities. The space (see [10, Sec. 13 .1]) refers to the closure of the space of entropic vectors formed using discrete random variables. An entropic vector corresponding to a given -tuple of discrete random variables is a point in obtained by taking the entropy of each of the nonempty subsets of the given -random variables. It is known that is a closed convex cone. Theorem 1 refers to a subset, , of points in : those corresponding to a five tuple of random variables such that forms a Markov chain and with a binary constraint on the cardinality of , i.e., . Theorem 1 shows that the points in have to lie in the union of two half-spaces induced by the two hyperplanes Since the inequalities are tight, i.e., there are points lying on the boundary of these hyperplanes, is not a convex region in general.
Consider the Blackwell channel shown in Fig. 2 . For this channel, consider , and . Observe that is still Markov and that Thus, there are points in that violate the inequality implied by Theorem 1 and hence this is an example of an inequality that cannot be deduced by even the knowledge of . This is primarily due to the cardinality constraint imposed on one of the random variables and thus demonstrates the existence of significant inequalities beyond the non-Shannon and Shannon-type ones usually considered in the literature.
Organization of the Paper: The proof of Theorem 1 uses a rather detailed perturbation analysis. To provide a gentler introduction to the proofs, we will first establish Theorem 2 in the next section as its proof uses a milder form of the perturbation arguments. We then show how Theorem 3 follows from Theorems 1 and 2. In the subsequent sections, we will prove Theorem 1 and then establish Theorem 4.
II. PROOFS OF THEOREM 2 AND THEOREM 3

A. Preliminaries
Given an input probability distribution and a fixed broadcast channel , let 2 (4)
(or see Fact 1 and Claim 1 in [8] for a self-contained shorter proof), we know that it suffices to consider to evaluate , where is a function that maps . From standard Fenchel-Bunt extension to Caratheodory's theorem, it follows that we can restrict ourselves to to compute . The main contribution of Theorem 2 is that one may reduce the cardinality further to . This (mild but nontrivial) improvement is very useful when one needs to explicitly evaluate the bound.
An equivalent version of the next claim is known in the literature [11] . The claim asserts that in addition to the cardinality constraints , and , we can assume that a maximizer also satisfies . We present a proof here for completeness. 
We will set to be an appropriate subset of in the terms that appear below.
Since the perturbation preserves the distribution of and the channel transition probabilities are fixed, the perturbation also fixes the distributions of and , i.e., .
Observe that
Here the first equality is obtained by two applications of (6): setting and , respectively. Note that the term cancels, leaving us with only a linear term in . We also used the fact that . Similarly, we obtain Therefore, the sum rate corresponding to the distribution is given by Since is a global maximum of the sum rate it implies that the factor multiplying must be zero. This immediately implies that for any satisfying the sum rate corresponding to the distribution matches that of . Choose such that . Let be the minimizer, i.e., , then observe that . Thus, there exists a distribution which attains such that , and . Since , these cardinality constraints also suffice to compute , the maximum value of the sum rate achievable using Marton's inner bound for a given broadcast channel.
C. Proof of Theorem 3
Let be the maximum sum rate obtained by the randomized time-division strategy and be that by Marton's inner bound. Note that where is a binary random variable. We need to show . Clearly, we have as is a restriction of the choice of . From Theorem 2, to evaluate the Marton's sum rate for a binary input broadcast channel it suffices to look at . Consider a that achieves the maximum sum rate . Without loss of generality, we consider two cases below. The two remaining cases follow by interchanging the roles of and and hence is omitted Case 1:
Clearly where follows from Theorem 1 and (7). Case 2:
Observe that where follows from Theorem 1 and (8). Thus, and completes the proof of Theorem 3.
III. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Theorem 1 is an inequality concerning random variables; however we will interpret the inequality in the language of broadcast channels. First fix a broadcast channel and then an input distribution . Observe that Theorem 1 is equivalent to showing that when is binary 
Combining (9) and (10), we have Clearly, this difference becomes positive as , contradicting the optimality of . In the rest of the proof, we will seek maximizers , that attain , of the form: , and . Further we also assume that if and for a pair , then . Since the proof strategy is slightly unconventional, we first outline it here. There are two equivalent forms and we will use both forms interchangeably. The first form is the original form which states the result as the information inequality (11) The second formulation is that of an optimization problem of computing and then showing that . The outline of the proof is as follows: 1) We first prove the inequality (11) for some special settings, or "trivial" cases (see Section III-B). 2) We then consider all possible functions and show that it can be partitioned into five equivalent classes. We then show the inequality (11) for two of these classes and deduce that a nontrivial maximizer that attains cannot exist in other classes.
A. Proof Under Special Settings
For binary input , for brevity let 
B. Reduction to Two Nontrivial Cases
Notation: We use the notation: (and), (OR), (XOR), (NOT). Since , and are binary, there are 16 possible functions , and they can be classified into the following equivalent groups: : : : : : The reason that these are equivalent groups is that, in each group, all the cases can be reduced to the first case using bijections. Since bijections preserve mutual information, we just need to prove Theorem 1 for the first function in each group.
The case with , can be mapped to the case with , using the bijection . That is, we use to reduce the proof of the "OR" case of one channel to the "AND" case of another broadcast channel obtained by flipping , and . So it remains to consider the first case of all the groups except . The first two cases are trivial. When , inequality (11) reduces to , which is true. When , inequality (11) with and for all . We are going to prove that there is no nontrivial local maximum (by a nontrivial local maximum, we mean a distribution that does not reduce to one of the special settings discussed earlier) for these two cases. Hence, cannot be achieved in either of these cases and since the inequality is true in all other cases, we are done.
C. Proof of XOR Case
Consider an additive perturbation for some . Let , and a similar short hand is used for other variables as well.
For a valid perturbation, we require that if the corresponding is zero, i.e.,
Further let us require the perturbation maintains (hence and ), i.e.,
The first derivative of with respect to can be expressed as , where
At a local maximum it must be true that the first derivative cannot be positive, i.e.,
for all valid perturbations satisfying (13) and (14). For , choose one pair such that . This is possible since . Using (14), we express using other variables as Equation (16) can be now written as
As the above inequality needs to hold for any signed and any nonnegative , we must have
The conditions aforementioned can be rewritten as follows. and by Claim 4, this holds iff and . In particular, and imply that Taking a weighted sum, we obtain From above and using K-L divergence, we have where the last step holds since . Now that the K-L divergence inequality is indeed an equality, we require From the above, we obtain Similarly, from and , we can obtain Now, we have two cases 1) , or . In this case, the Theorem holds (special setting SS1).
2)
. Combining this with (from (17)) one obtains that , and as a result and are mutually independent. The Theorem holds (special setting SS2). If neither of these two cases is satisfied, there would be no local maxima.
D. Proof of AND Case
We will show that nontrivial local maxima cannot be achieved when and . Thus, a local maximum may exist only when the channel parameters satisfy (22). However, when (22) holds, the inequality is true from the special setting SS1.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
IV. SUM-RATE EVALUATIONS OF INNER AND OUTER BOUNDS FOR BSSC
We shall evaluate the inner and outer bounds for the BSSC (see Fig. 1 ). Apart from completeness, this section serves some purposes.
1) We correct a minor typo in the evaluation of the maximum sum rate of the outer bound [5] . 2) We also explicitly compute the maximum sum rate obtained via the Körner-Marton outer bound for the BSSC.
A. Sum-Rate Evaluation of Marton's Inner Bound
We are evaluating the optimization problem described in Thus, from Theorem 3 we have that , the maximum value of sum rate given by Marton's inner bound, satisfies
The maximum of occurs when and hence substituting we obtain that . To show that it is indeed on the boundary of the achievable region consider the joint distribution on and as follows:
For this distribution, we achieve the above value and hence .
B. Sum-Rate Evaluations of the Outer Bounds for BSSC 1) Bound 2:
To evaluate maximum of the sum rate of Bound 2 it was shown [5] that it suffices to consider . (It is immediate using the skew symmetry of the channel and the inherent symmetry of the outer bound expressions.)
The sum rate maximum is hence given by or in other words maximizing Let . In [7] it was shown that the curve is concave when and convex when . Further, it was also shown that the lower convex envelope 3 was given by . From the definition of the lower convex envelope, we know that when and it easy to see that there is a binary that achieves the equality.
Therefore, This is a correction to the implicit error we made in [5] over all random variables such that forms a Markov chain forms an outer bound to the capacity region of the broadcast channel.
Denote this region as . Similarly, one can interchange the roles of the receivers and and will lead to yet another outer bound, and let this region be . The intersection of these two regions is normally termed as the Körner-Marton outer bound.
Note that if then by skew symmetry of BSSC we will have that . Since the region is convex, this implies that . Thus, to compute the maximum sum rate, it suffices to consider the points of the form . Repeating the above observation, if a point belongs to
, by the skew symmetry of BSSC, it will also belong to , hence to the intersection of the two regions. Suppose we wish to compute then from the earlier discussion, this will be the maximum over of
It is easy to see that the global maximum occurs when (otherwise maximum occurs when is trivial and equals ). Taking derivatives, we obtain that maximum occurs when i.e., where Thus, the maximum sum rate of Körner-Marton outer bound, satisfies
Consider a pair such that where (defined above) or . Observe that for this choice Hence, lies on the boundary of the Körner-Marton outer bound. Note that the above point matches the bound given by (23). In summary, the maximum sum rate given by Körner-Marton outer bound for the BSSC is .
C. Historical Remarks
Perturbation method as a tool in computing bounds on cardinalities of auxiliary random variables were used by Gohari and Anantharam [4] . The perturbations used in their work were support preserving (or multiplicative) in nature. In [8] , the authors used the perturbation technique (including the additive perturbation) to compute the local maximas of for the BSSC channel. Using this technique they established the inequality in Theorem 1 for the BSSC channel. Working on a related problem, one of the authors realized that the inequality may be more generally true for all binary input broadcast channels. A (nontrivial) modification of the arguments in [8] yielded a proof for this fact, which was then presented in [9] . To present a complete picture to the community, it was decided to combine the related proofs in [8] and [9] into a single paper.
V. CONCLUSION
An information theoretic inequality is established for some collections of five random variables. This inequality is used to show that the sum rate given by Marton's inner bound is indeed equivalent to that given by the randomized time-division strategy. The inequality fails when so a natural question is whether there is a correct generalization for higher cardinality input-alphabets. It would also be useful to find a more intuitive (geometric) argument to shed more light into the actual counting of the sizes of typical sets. Here is an equivalent formulation which is related to the sizes of certain typical sets. It can be shown that the information inequality is equivalent to showing that whenever forms a Markov chain, and .
